
Lesson 2
Public and Private

(The “wheres” and “whens” of what we do)
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Many things we do are better kept private: certain parts of our bodies,
certain behaviors, and even some things we want to say!
There are also things that are great to show to the world: other parts of our
bodies, certain behaviors, and - yes - even what we want to say! 
Learning the difference is important to our health, happiness, and safety. 

     Practicing private and public behaviors is not just the students' job; parents and
caregivers need to understand and demonstrate a respect for these concepts, too.   
It helps students with IDD establish how they should conduct themselves in private
and in public, which will help them avoid uncomfortable, inappropriate, and even
(accidentally) unlawful actions when they live independently. 
    This unit will explore the difference between public and private (and those things
that are a little of both) and how we should behave in each environment.

Home Sexuality Education 
Curriculum



"Regarding sex education: no secrets!" - Albert Einstein

According to the Public Library of Science, comprehensive sex education helps students 
"feel more informed, make safer choices, and have healthier outcomes.” 
This is exactly what we want!
Our purpose is to guide you through a comprehensive and accurate home-based sex education
curriculum, ensuring that you have all the information you need to teach effectively.

 For Parent/Caregiver/Teacher to read to yourself: 
You may be uncomfortable with some of this material, and that’s okay. Our kit is designed so
that if any of the topics is in conflict with your religious or moral beliefs, you may simply skip
over those parts and pick up at a place at which you are more comfortable. You may also want
to adapt or adjust certain lessons, and that's okay too.

As for the parts that are simply embarrassing, uncomfortable, or feel icky, we ask you to keep
pushing through! It is important that your student/loved one gain all the knowledge they need
to make safe, healthy, informed decisions as they become more independent. And that means,
well, talking about stuff that we don't feel great talking about. 
Just remember: The more you talk about it, the easier it gets.

 For Parent/Caregiver/Teacher to read aloud before each session:
We are going to talk openly here, ask questions, and allow each other to express ourselves
without judgement. There are no silly questions and no wrong feelings. This is a safe space. 
This is a learning space. If you hear something that you do not understand or that upsets you,
please speak up. You can take breaks or leave the room for a while if you need to. We are going
to learn together.

This unit is about PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
Some things are ok to show the world, while other things should be kept just to ourselves!
Topics will include: 
Encouraging and promoting privacy
Public and private places
Public and private body parts
Public and private behavior
If any of these topics is a trigger for anxiety or negative feelings, please speak up so we can skip
those areas or talk through what bothers you. 

Public and Private - 1 



Public and Private - 2 
You will need:Pen or pencilScissors

Glue or tapeString
Worksheets 7, 12-18Learning objectives for this lesson:

Recognizing the difference between public and private places
Demonstrating ability to let others know when you need privacy
Ensuring that private places remain private
Understanding public and private body parts and clothing
Understanding public and private behavior
Identifying what is appropriate to say in public

You may read this lesson as it is written or use your own words. 
And because everyone's abilities are different, you may choose to skip some worksheets.

Section 1: What is public and what is private! 

Have you ever held a rock concert in your bedroom?
Have you ever brushed your teeth in a restaurant?

We hope not! That's because there are rules that tell us what behaviors, or activities, belong and
don't belong in certain places, according to what is appropriate (remember that word from the last
lesson? Appropriate means "suitable or proper; what is acceptable."). The people around us do not
want to see certain behaviors or body parts - they are inappropriate - so we need to make sure we
do not show these body parts or behaviors in places when other people are around or may happen
to see us. 
These places are known as public.

People in public places are with us and around us, so we have to do behaviors that are appropriate
for others to see. Is it appropriate to show others how you brush your teeth in a restaurant? No. 
But is it appropriate to eat in a restaurant? Absolutely! That's what it's there for!

The other activities - the ones we do not want others to see - need to be done in places where we
are sure we will be alone and unseen. These places are known as private.

PRIVATE places are those where we can be by ourselves, with no one else to see us.

PUBLIC places are those where anyone can go and see what everyone else is doing.
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Why do we have to learn the difference between public and private? 
For our safety and the safety of others. Other people want to know that they can go to public
places and not have to see something that offends them, or makes them feel uncomfortable. If they
do see things, they could become upset. And if an action is inappropriate enough, they could even
call the police! Later, we will learn what is appropriate and inappropriate in public places.

So how can we be sure if a place is public or private?
Is anyone else in the room with me?1.

If you are in the school cafeteria, a shopping mall, or an office building, chances are someone else is
in the room with you. That's because school, malls, and office buildings are public places!
    2. If no one is in the room with me, could someone walk in?
If you are in a public place like school, the mall, or an office building, other people can walk in and
out whenever they want. Public places are meant for everyone.
    3. Am I home?
Home seems private, because people can't just walk into your house. However, other people are
usually there - family, caregivers, maybe someone who walks your dog. Your home is not for
everybody in the world, but it is not for just you alone. So it is not really public... but it is still not
private. We will call it "semi-private." Semi-private places need public behaviors!
    4. Am I outside?
Outside is usually public. Anyone can walk in the park, down the street, or turn the corner at any
time and find you there. Outside is usually for everybody.
You may think, what about my backyard? Other people cannot just walk into my backyard! That's
true, but someone could easily drive or walk by, or peer through the bushes and see you. That
means even your backyard is not truly private. A private place is one where no one can see you.

Section 2: Public and private places 

As we learned in our Relationships lesson, boundaries are important (remember, boundaries are  
limits, almost like a fence that no one else can see but that you can feel). And just like people need
to set boundaries for certain behaviors (kissing, touching) or body parts (wrist, bottom), people also
need boundaries for their personal space, places where we can be alone in the quiet or listening to
music, where we can sing or practice dance moves, where we can read or cry - where we can do
whatever we want to because we are by ourselves. 

We also need to understand public and private for our own safety; if someone does something
very inappropriate in a public place, they may be dangerous to us. To protect ourselves, we need
to recognize when that is happening so we can avoid those people and their behavior.
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Take out WORKSHEET 12, “What Makes a Place
Public or Private?” Review what makes places  
public or private. Discuss how a public place
might feel private or have private spaces within
them; then discuss how a private place may not
be so private!  

Let's say you enter your classroom early, before anyone else is there, even your teacher.           
The blinds are closed, and so is the door. You are all alone. Is this a private place?
Nope! That's because the classroom is meant for many people, and anyone could walk in at any time!

Now let's say that you go to the bathroom at school. No one is in the whole room, and you have
entered a stall and locked the door so no one can walk in on you. Is this a private place?

This space is semi-private. The stall is meant for you to go to the bathroom without interruption or
anyone seeing, but if someone walked in the room and heard you doing something other than going to
the bathroom, they might get offended. So it is not actually a private place. It should be used only for
going to the bathroom or changing clothes.

What about your bedroom? Maybe is only yours (you do not share it with anyone), and you have
closed the curtains and the door. Is this a private place?

Yes! You have made sure that no one could see or walk in! This space is just for you and no one else.  
What about if you are in that very private room, and decide to take a photo or video of yourself?     
The curtains are closed, and so is the door. Is it still a private place?

No! Any time you do anything on your phone or computer, others may see it. Nothing on your phone
or computer is ever really private. So make sure you use public behavior in pictures and videos!

    5. Am I in a room in my home?
This is where you will probably find a private place! Some rooms are not private - the living room, the
kitchen, the TV room. Those are where everyone in your house is welcome; there are usually no
doors and there are plenty of chairs. It is meant for everyone to enjoy.
Your bedroom (if it is only yours and you don't share it) and the bathroom are two private rooms
inside a home. This is where you can behave any way you want - as long as you are not hurting
yourself - and no one can see you or walk in when the door is closed. 
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Section 3: Encouraging and promoting privacy 
There are times we all need privacy. For instance, when we are going to the bathroom, we don't want
anyone watching us. When we change our clothes, others don't want to see us undressed.  Privacy
not only protects others from seeing what they might not want to see, but it protects us, too!

Take out WORKSHEETS 14a, 14b, and 14c, “Wall Hangers!" Cut out each pair
and glue or tape the ends of a 6-10 inch piece of string to the back of one of the
rectangles. Then glue or tape the two signs' blank sides together, back-to-back,
so the words appear on the front and back of each. Choose which sign each
member of the household wants to hang on their door! You can print multiples if
more than one person want a particular sign, or rotate the three every week.
Then... obey the signs!

Take turns going in a room and closing the door. The person outside should
practice knocking and asking for permission to enter. Think of funny ways for
one to knock and the other to answer.
("Knockety-knock!" "Hark, who goes there?!")
The more you practice, the easier it gets; repetition helps us remember things!

Take out WORKSHEETS 13a, 13b, 13c, and 13d,
“Public, Private, or Semi-Private?" Print out all pages
and cut out the words "public," "private,” and “semi-
private." Place the correct word on each of the
pictures. Discuss your answers!
BONUS: Cut out magazine pictures of places and play
the game over and over again!

We need personal space, and so do the people around us! When a caregiver or friend is in the
bathroom, give them a few minutes alone before knocking. If someone is in their bedroom with the
door closed, think about coming back later. Give respect, get respect!

So how do we make sure that we receive the privacy we want, and that others do, too?
Let others know when we do not want to be disturbed and where we will be.
Tell those around us that we would like them to knock on our door and ask to come in first.
Give the same courtesy to others - everyone should respect others' privacy!
Practice, practice, practice!

Let's 
role
play

Let's 
role
play

Section 4: Public and private body parts: What to wear 

Have you ever noticed that people wear only certain items of clothing in public places?   We see each
other in shirts and jeans and dresses, but we don't see people walking around town in their
underwear! That's because some clothing is appropriate in public places, and some clothing is only
appropriate in private. (Wearing NO clothes is ALWAYS only for private places.)
How do we know what is ok to wear in our room, in other rooms in our house, and out of our house?
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SpotlightSpotlight
Satoshi Tajiri is a person with autism who is
the president of Game Freak, the video game
company that created the Pokémon
franchise. Satoshi enjoyed growing up in the
rural area of Machida, Japan where he ran
around in the privacy of his fields and
collected insects, earning him the nickname,
"Dr. Bug." He later developed a passion for  
arcade games, and eventually combined his
loves of bugs and gaming to create the
Pokémon characters we now know so well!

Take out WORKSHEET 16, “Where Can I Wear It?"
Look at the list of clothing combinations and discuss
what is appropriate in public, in private, and around
your house (semi-private)! Come up with house rules
together about what is appropriate to wear, and when.

In public: usually, you must wear a shirt with pants, shorts, or skirt, and shoes (with or without socks)!
We see the most people - and they see us - in public, so we want to remain appropriate! 

In semi-private: in your home, you can wear anything that covers the body parts that a bathing suit
covers (what we call “private parts”). However, there may be other rules in your house, such as
needing to wear pants and a shirt at the dinner table or keeping your shoes on in the dusty attic.
Check with your caregiver to learn what is appropriate clothing to wear in your home! As for your
backyard, you can probably wear a bathing suit and remain appropriate, especially if you have a
fence or bushes surrounding you. But checking with your caregiver is also a good idea here.

Take out WORKSHEET 15, “My Private Parts." Cut out
the bathing suits and place them on the figures. Notice
the parts the bathing suit covers on each body. Point to
the parts on your own body that a bathing suit would
cover.
BONUS: Put on your bathing suit and see what it covers!

In private: you can wear whatever you want, or nothing at all - remember, it is your personal space!

The general rules are:

Savannah Rivka
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Now that we know how to dress in a way that is acceptable in public, private, and semi-private, we
can think about how to behave while in these places, too. Issues such as noises we make and how
loudly we make them, what we do with our body parts, and how we interact with other people are
important lessons to learn. That’s because behaving appropriately helps us make sure that we remain
safe and others feel safe.

As we mentioned before, we do not want to show any of our private body parts - the ones that
are covered by our bathing suits - when other people are around. That means wearing clothes that
cover these parts when in public (like in school and on the sidewalk) and semi-private (alone in a
place where others are free to enter and exit, like our living room). 

So, our NUMBER ONE rule for public/semi-private behavior is: Keep your clothes on.

The exceptions to this rule are 1) taking off your coat, jacket, or sweater, and 2) taking off your shoes
when you have gotten permission to do so (stores and restaurants will not allow you to stay if you do
not have shoes on, but some people prefer you do not wear shoes inside their house). Clothing must
always remain covering your private body parts when you are in public or semi-private places.

The next rule of appropriate public and semi-private behaviors has to do with boundaries. Remember,
boundaries are limits, almost like a fence that no one else can see but that you can feel.

You have boundaries - personal space and parts of your body that you do not want touched or
anyone near - and so do other people! Even those people who are closest to us, like family or
friends, may have boundaries regarding being touched. We should always ask before touching
someone!

Many of the people we see in public places are strangers - those are people we do not know, who do
not know us, and who have no connection to us. These are people we never want to touch! Just as
you would not like someone you do not know to put their hands on you, you should respect others'
boundaries and not put your hands - or other body parts - on them!

So, our NUMBER TWO rule for public/semi-private behavior is: Do not touch other people unless
they give you permission to do so. (This rule applies to private behavior, too!)

Section 5: Public and private behavior 
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Take out WORKSHEET 7, “How to Talk About
Boundaries!” again. We've said it before and we'll say it
again - repetition helps us remember things! So, let's
practice setting boundaries and respecting others'
boundaries. Practice saying and repeating the phrases
on the worksheet until you get comfortable with them.

Take turns setting boundaries and expressing them
differently every time. You can use the phrases on
Worksheet 7 or make up your own! As long as it is firm
(they should know you mean it) but friendly (there's that
smile again), you can't go wrong. 
When the other person sets their boundaries, practice
accepting them. 

Remember how we said that you can do anything in private, such as in your room or the
bathroom, when the door is shut? Sometimes those private things include touching our private
parts, the parts covered by our bathing suits. And that is perfectly normal - it is your body, so you
can touch it! But others will be offended or angry if they see us do it.

Our next rule is a lot like number three, but it has to do with other people's private body parts. 
       When you are in public or semi-private (can you name a public place? Can you name a private 
       place? Now is a good time to make sure you remember each...), you should never touch someone 
       else's private body parts. Even if they ask you to. Even if they give you permission when you ask. 
       You should never touch anyone else's private body parts in public or semi-private.

So, our NUMBER FOUR rule for public and semi-private behavior is: Do not touch someone else's
private body parts unless you are in a private place (and you have asked them first!).

This rule is one of the most important you will ever learn! You must get permission before touching
someone’s private parts, and you can never do it in public or semi-private.

Let's 
role
play

Let's 
role
play

No one should ever have to see someone else touching their private parts; others don't want to see
you do it, and you don't want to see others do it. Not in person, not in a photo, not in a video. It is
for private places only. You might wonder, what if I am in a semi-private place and no one is
around? Well, semi-private is not private enough. Anyone could walk in or walk by and happen to
see you, which would be upsetting to them and possibly dangerous for you. So remember rule
number three and only touch your private parts in private!

So, our NUMBER THREE rule for public and semi-private behavior is: Do not touch your private
parts unless you are in a private place.
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So far, appropriate behavior in public and semi-private has had a lot to do with your body:
Number one: Keep your clothes on.
Number two: Do not touch other people unless they give you permission to do so.
Number three: Do not touch your private parts unless you are in a private place.
Number four: Do not touch someone else's private body parts unless you are in a private place
(and you have asked them first).

However, our next rule has to do with our words!
      Although all of our private body parts are natural and beautiful in their own ways, sometimes    
      people do not want to hear us talk about them in public. Therefore, we should only talk about 
      them in private or semi-private, when we know others cannot overhear what we are saying. And 
      we should never write, text, or email them - reading the words are just like hearing them! The   
      same goes for rude words and curse words, ones that might offend someone else. 

Hearing rude or embarrassing words (including curse words and the names of our private body parts)
can offend some people, so we should make sure that we only talk about them with people we know
well - like family, close friends, and doctors - and in private places where others cannot overhear.

So, our NUMBER FIVE rule for public and semi-private behavior is: Do not talk about body parts or
use rude language when speaking or writing, texting, emailing.

***One exception is this: Tourette syndrome is a disorder that causes repetitive movements or
unwanted sounds. If someone has Tourette syndrome, they may also experience outbursts of
offensive words. The majority of people with Tourette syndrome do not have this symptom, but it is
important to acknowledge that it is uncontrollable and that one should not be reprimanded if they do
experience it.

When you are in private - and private only - you may want to touch someone else's private body
parts or have them touch yours, and this is ok. But in those cases, you must ask their permission
first and make sure they understand what parts you would be touching and how you will touch
them. The same goes for you - no one should ever touch your private body parts without first
asking for your permission (except your doctor, when you have a caregiver in the room with you).
We will discuss this a lot more in later lessons, because it is so important that you let others know
your boundaries, and speak up if someone disrespects them. Your feelings matter!

To OFFEND is to cause someone to feel upset or annoyed.
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Sometimes, the person with us is the one who wants to use rude language or tell stories that might
offend others. If someone says they want to tell you something, you may want to first ask, "Is this
public or private?" You can explain that public stories are ones that others can hear without becoming
offended, while private stories should be told in places where others cannot hear. If they say it is a
public story or word, then you can go ahead and listen! But if they say it is a private story or word,
suggest that they not tell you until you are together in a private place.

Have you ever gotten so angry that you punched your pillow? Or thrown an object to the ground?   
We all get angry, and sometimes hitting something with our fists feels good. However, there are
ways to keep others from getting upset while we release our aggression.

AGGRESSION is wanting to attack or harm.

When we feel aggressive, it is important that we express our feelings in a private place. Yelling into a
pillow is a great way to let out some emotion without offending or scaring anyone. Making angry faces
in the bathroom mirror is another good outlet. Your body should never come in contact with
something hard or sharp, or with another person. The important thing is, make sure you do not yell at,
hit, or frighten other people with your aggression - and don't hurt yourself, either!                              
Find a safe way to release your emotion where no one can see or hear you.

So, our NUMBER SIX rule for public and semi-private behavior is: Do not release aggression unless
you are in private, and make sure you keep yourself safe when you do.

Just like taking off our clothes or touching our private parts (the ones that our bathing suits cover),
some behaviors are perfectly fine in private, but not appropriate in public or semi-private. This is
the same with bathroom behaviors; the things we do in the bathroom to keep ourselves clean and
comfortable are often not appropriate in places where others can see you.

       Blowing our nose in the bathroom is a great way to breathe easier.
       Blowing our nose in a restaurant is a great way to make people feel sick!
       Burping in the bathroom is a great way to release gas from our stomachs.
       Burping in someone's living room might make some people not want to sit near us!

So, our NUMBER SEVEN rule for public and semi-private behavior is: Do not conduct bathroom
behaviors anywhere but the bathroom.
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Can you think of other behaviors that belong in privacy?

Take out WORKSHEET 17, “Where Do I...?”  Draw a line from each behavior
to the place it belongs, either public or private. Are some behaviors appropriate
in both? Then think of other behaviors that belong in each! 
BONUS: Write the word "semi-private" between "public" and "private," then
see which behaviors are ok in that kind of setting, too!

Take turns showing each other behaviors (just pretend - clothes should stay on!)
and guessing if each belongs in the bathroom or if it is appropriate in public or
semi-private places. 
BONUS: When one of you guesses correctly, ask if it ok to get a high-five from
the other person (checking their boundaries!). Practice giving permission and not
giving permission - and if you get a “yes,” enjoy the high-five!

Take out WORKSHEET 18, “The Mighty Seven.”  Each of the seven public
and semi-private rules has been written in bold throughout this lesson. Go
back and locate each, then write it on the worksheet. You can keep it close to
refresh your memory, or hang it up on the wall or refrigerator for reference!
The more you look at them, the better you will remember them!

One important thing to take away from this lesson is that sometimes you won't immediately know
what should be kept private and what can be public or semi-private. This is a great time to discuss
the question with your caregiver or teacher.

END OF LESSON 2
Be sure to check in with your student about how they feel. Hard topics can bring up emotions like
sadness or fear - make sure your student is ok, and talk it through if they are not. Then you can see if
they have any questions! Great job!

Let's 
role
play

Let's 
role
play

Keep the discussion going with your caregiver or teacher, and keep reminding yourself of the
mighty seven rules. Remember: repetition helps us remember things!

As we mentioned earlier, a bathing suit is usually acceptable in semi-private, but only sometimes
appropriate in public: it is ok at a public beach or pool, but not ok at school or the dentist's office.
Brushing our hair is certainly appropriate in the bathroom, but it is also ok in our bedroom, even when
the door is open or others are visiting us there. And holding hands with our romantic partner is ok in
private, semi-private, and even public (as long as they say it is ok)! It’s ok to ask if you don’t know if it’s
appropriate.



GlossaryGlossary

PUBLIC places are those where anyone can go and see what everyone else is doing.

PRIVATE places are those where we can be by ourselves, with no one else to see us.

OFFEND is to cause someone to feel upset or annoyed.

AGGRESSION is wanting to attack or harm.


